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NEWS

A season of acquisitions
TWO well known destination service
providers, UK company County Homesearch
International and Express Relocation®
Home Search and Destination Services
of Mexico, have been acquired by US
company, Dwellworks.
Dwellworks says these acquisitions are
integral to their service excellence strategy
for delivering clients a single-source
solution throughout all of North America
and the United Kingdom.
Having earned the EuRA Quality Seal
for Destination Services and ISO 9001
certification, County Homesearch has
operated throughout the United Kingdom
for 25 years. The destination services
division will rebrand as Dwellworks by
year-end.
Andrew Scott and Heather Stanley
will remain full-time associates within the
Dwellworks organisation in operational
and account management roles. Jonathan
Haward will be a strategic consultant.

With consultant coverage across Mexico,
Express Relocation brings over 25 years
of industry experience and an established
consultant network. Former owners Jack
and Tanya Fraind will provide operational
and strategic leadership at the new
Dwellworks Mexico City service centre.
Dwellworks has further expansion plans
for Latin America.
Meanwhile, French company,
Cosmopolitan Services Unlimited (CSU)
has been sold to FG Holding, a major
operator through its subsidiaries One
Group, Compagnie Générale de Transport
et de Déménagement, Grospiron
International, and Grospiron Relocation
Services.
By acquiring CSU, FG Holding
increases its presence in the domestic
and international market and with it
the expertise of assisting more than
6,000 families a year with their mobility
needs, confirming its strong position for

international mobility services in the French
market place.
CSU’s team, led by Anne Robert,
remains in place continuing to ensure a
seamless service follow-through to its
clients and partners. CSU and Grospiron
International hold certifications of ISO
9001, ISO 14001, ISO 27001 (the only in
our market place), and EURA Quality Seal.
Late last year, Interdean Netherlands –
part of the Santa Fe Group –acquired T&A
Relocation BV in The Netherlands.
Over the past 10 years, Interdean has
become one of the leading relocation
companies in The Netherlands. The
recent addition of T&A Relocation
further strengthens this position, said a
spokesman.
“We all are very pleased with this
new venture and are looking forward to
contribute to the continued growth of
Interdean,” said Jolanda Tetteroo, GMS
Managing Director.

Towards greater recognition

Finding the right apartment
for your relocation should
be easier than this.
Whether you are planning a short or long-term move
to the UK or to any other country in the world, as the
largest European provider of quality serviced apartments
for both individuals and corporate groups, we can help
you find the right solution to meet your needs.
Call: +44 (0) 20 8944 3612 or visit: www.apartmentservice.com
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Complicated Made Simple

GLANCING back on 2012, I am pleased
to emphasise what an active association
EuRA is to international HR professionals
and to its members.
We started the year with a new cohort
on the OBU Coaching programme as
well as beta testing one of the days of
the new EARP Managing International
Mobility Programme in Malmo. There
has been a great deal of activity and
creativity around our training and
certification programmes and we are on
track to work closer with the EU on a
designation for relocation.
Tad and I represented EuRA for the
first time at the WERC conference in
Asia and as a result have gained a
number of new worldwide members.
This year we will have our first
networking event in Shanghai and full
details are on the website.
Alongside our EARP partners we are
launching the results of three years’ work
in London in February and in Bucharest
in April with the first delivery of the new
fixed syllabus training programme,
Managing International Mobility.
Throughout the year we will deliver the
programme externally and in house,
online and face to face.
One of the most successful projects of
last year was the continuing RMC DSP
forums. These have really succeeded
in opening a frank and honest dialogue
between the supply chain partners and
we will continue these efforts in 2013.

Last year’s conference in Stockholm
showed just how important our annual
meetings are. It is a source of inspiration
for many of us. At least once a year we
all want to be, need to be, like to be face
to face.
So many important conversations
and ideas generated by a conference
emerge not only from the main stage, as
intended by the conference organizers,
but in hotel lobbies, corridors and
bars between sessions. This year the
Intercontinental Hotel in Bucharest has
given EuRA sole access to the hotel.
Isn’t that great?
The program for our upcoming
conference is set and with this letter I
would like to commend Tad and Dom,
together with the EuRA office and the
council for a great job done in putting
together a conference I believe all
members will enjoy and benefit from.
Once again we have found a very
interesting location, a spectacular dinner
venue and a host of excellent speakers.
So what do I especially look forward
to? Apart from meeting the EuRA family,
I believe we have a great program in
store for you. The RMC/DSP session:
Working Together, Better! - should
be very, very good. The session was
greatly appreciated in Stockholm and
is therefore a “must” in this year’s
program. I am also looking forward to
the session with David Livermore and
his talk on Cultural Intelligence, CQ

(Cultural Quotient)
and how we can
improve our own
understanding of
CQ.
Although EuRA
did not make a
great big profit on
the Stockholm
conference, it was
enough for us to
keep the delegate
costs for the Bucharest conference at
a minimum. To the board of EuRA it is
important that as many members as
possible can afford to participate.
I believe that 2013 will be challenging
for many members. Reading the news
every morning isn’t doing anything
to change my mindset! Having said
that, people are still on the go and will
continue to need your customer-centric
services more than ever. Dominic Tidey
has written an article in this edition
looking at the future of employee mobility
and an increase of 50% is predicted by
2020. Don’t forget that customers pay
for what they really want and need. If you
have a good reputation, and improve
your social media efforts so people know
where to find your great service, you can
make 2013 one of your best years yet.
See you in Bucharest!
Åse Löfgren Gunsten
President, EuRA
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EuRA welcomes
th
its 400 member
Cuddly response
to school tragedy
AFTER the tragic events at Sandy Hook
Elementary, USA last December in
which 20 children and six adults were
killed by a gunman, many people across
the country were looking for ways to
help the community start to heal. Leah
Wagner (pictured above), a Relocation
Specialist at AIReS, learned through
a friend that CBS Radio and a local
station were holding a drive to collect
teddy bears to send to the children
and first responders in the Sandy Hook
community. Gaining the support of
management at AIReS, she coordinated
a week long drive at both of the
company’s Pittsburgh branches.
“Fireman, police officers, ambulance
crews, therapists, child psychologists,
and other professions who work with
children in time of crisis often have
stuffed animals in their vehicles, even
their personal cars, in case a situation
presents itself where a child needs to
be comforted,” Ms. Wagner said in an
email to staff at both the Corporate and
Central Regional Offices.
After five days, the staff at AIReS
collected over 200 teddy bears for
donation, including a box of AIReS
Cares bears donated by the company.
Cash donations were used to create a
unique additional charitable tie in, and
were used to purchase teddy bears
being sold by a local retail jeweller to
benefit St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital.
On the amount of donations, Ms.
Wagner said, “The credit all belongs to
the team at AIReS. I may have sent the
initial email, but our staff’s generosity is
what made this a success.”
CBS radio collected over 6,500
bears, more than needed or imagined.
Donations were split between Sandy
Hook and causes in the local Pittsburgh
community.
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EuRA was delighted to welcome Expatskids
as its 400th member late last year.
From 40 Members at its Paris launch in
1998, to 10 times that number in 2012,
EuRA is at the forefront of global mobility
services.
Many people in the industry will
know Emmanuelle Payot Karpathakis
as former senior relocation advisor at
Active Relocation Geneva. Following her
own relocation to Greece, Emmanuelle
has specialised in coaching families
in transition. EuRA looks forward to
congratulating EARP Fellow Emmanuelle in
person in Bucharest.
“Family mobility has always existed, but
we have not always been able to offer
services to help expatriates through the
transition,” says Emmanuelle, founder and
manager of Expatskids. “Thirty years ago
the employee received information about
his move and eventually shared the news
with his spouse, then with his children.
“Familiarization day (half or whole day
spent to help the spouse) was quite a new
idea when I started working as a relocation
adviser in 2002, but even today, the
spouse receives very little help.”
Children suffer from being relocated. A
child gets hurt when he has to leave his
friends and his home. Some children adapt
quickly to a new country, others struggle
for years.
When a child endures such pain and has
no support, there is a good possibility that
the whole family will suffer and not want
to stay. This is the first reason given as to
why families shorten an assignment.
Nicolas de la Bretèche from HSBC
said at last year’s EuRA conference in
Stockholm that children are suffering
the pain of relocation. Emmanuelle says
that even today there is almost no help:
“You can hardly find any literature about
relocation for children; a few books in
English have been written recently and
there is no chapter on the assignment
policies of companies regarding support for
children being relocated with their families.”
Expatskids is a new Geneva-registered
company whose goal is to provide support
to children. “We believe strongly that kids
need support during a relocation process,
so that the transition for the whole family
can be a success,” explains Emmanuelle.
“The Internet is a guide, communicator
and information provider for many children;
therefore we offer online information about
good places for children in different cities
around the world. Through our forum,

Association is firmly
at the forefront of global
mobility services

Emmanuelle Payot Karpathekis.
children and their parents can share tips
and ideas.
“With our online coaching program, we
propose personal support for families.
Literature is also very important, and the
little book ‘Pixie’s New Home’ is a great
tool for helping young children (www.
summertimepublishing.com and www.
expatbookshop.com) in English, French,
Spanish, Portuguese, German and
Russian.
“Our next goal is to translate it into other
languages because we know that a story
must be read in the child’s mother tongue.
A second book, ‘Pixie’s Holidays,’ is to be
published this spring.”
The EuRApean is published by impact!,
Media House, 55 Old Road, Leighton
Buzzard, LU7 2RB UK.
Tel: +44 (0)1525 370013 www.impact-now.co.uk
© European Relocation Association 2013
Website: www.eura-relocation.com
Editor: Dominic Tidey
dominic@eura-relocation.com
Advertising enquiries: Vicki Orbell
vicki @impact-now.co.uk +44 (0)1525 370013
Cover picture and pp14/15:
© pitchayarat2514 - Fotolia.com
The views expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of EuRA or its agents, who shall
not be responsible for any loss or damage suffered as a result of any statement in or omission
from these articles or advertisements.

All change:
Companies
get new
identities
CHARLES Luyckx, joint CEO of Elliott,
recently announced that the company has
changed its identity to Elliott Mobility to
combine its two operating subsidiaries,
Elliott International and Elliott Corporate
Relocations, under one brand.
The impact of the change on customers
in both divisions will be minimal, says
Luyckx, who adds that apart from seeing a
new corporate logo on stationery, premises
and vehicles etc, customers will experience
business as usual and work with their
same contacts.
Elliott International was founded in
1947 and has grown into one of the
world’s leading moving companies. Elliott
Corporate Relocations, founded in 1993,
has 20 years of experience as a premier
provider of relocation services in South
Africa and sub Saharan Africa.
According to Luyckx, Elliott has built
up a significant presence and reputation
in Africa, a continent renowned for its
complexity. “Experience, supplier networks
and working relationships are critical
for smooth immigration and relocation
processes”, he says. “Our local knowledge,
on the ground presence and trained
relocation professionals are aligned to
assist our customers through the unique
challenges and costly hurdles of moving
into these emerging markets”.
In October 2012 the level of this
expertise was further recognised when
Elliott Corporate Relocations was awarded
the top tier Masters Cup Award in the
Home Services category from Cartus
Corporation, a leading provider of global
mobility services. “An invitation to join
Cartus’ Global Network is a high honor
because the programme’s criteria and
performance standards are so rigorous.
Winning the Cartus Masters Cup for
unrivaled dedication and performance was
an enormous accolade”, Luyckx says.
Meanwhile, House of Relocation has
consolidated and changed its international
moving and relocation efforts to a new
brand name.
The company says that the Aspire
Mobility brand name is a result of the
increasing globalisation of its business and
its additional capacity to provide clients
with mobility services.
The company will continue to provide

Onwards and upwards for ISL
THE INTERNATIONAL School of London, Surrey, has recently completed the
beginning of a two-phase construction project expanding the school. New
classrooms and play areas were added to increase capacity in the Early Years
Programme. In addition, ISL Surrey has experienced increased interest in the
school after its recent commendations from Ofsted for the ‘outstanding quality
of education’. It also recently became the only school in the UK to achieve
the highest level in the International Primary Curriculum (IPC) accreditation.
ISL progressed from its initial Developing level to Mastering in all nine criteria
assessed in just two years.
ISL Surrey offers an internationally recognised and respected curriculum
with embedded mother tongue, English as an additional language, and second
language programmes. The school provides an innovative International
Baccalaureate (IB) Middle Years Programme, adding one grade per year towards
offering the IB Diploma by 2016.
the same quality assurance received
from Møbeltransport Danmark – House
of Relocation. Current contacts will
remain unchanged. Old email addresses
will continue to be operational for the
foreseeable future.
Legal status, office addresses and
banking information have not changed.
All contracts and agreements made with
existing customers remain unaltered and
the company will hold all of its previous
certifications and qualifications.

Ascott acquires
Cavendish Hotel
THE ASCOTT Limited (Ascott), has
acquired The Cavendish Hotel in London
for £158.8 million. The company began
managing the 230-room hotel from
the fourth quarter of 2012 and will
subsequently transform the property into
a luxurious serviced residence under the

premier Ascott The Residence brand,
renaming it Ascott St James London.
Aquisition of The Cavendish London
(a typical junior suite is pictured above)
increases Ascott’s central London portfolio
to seven properties. It enhances the
company’s presence in Europe where it
currently manages over 5,000 units across
45 properties in 20 cities.
The Cavendish London is well-located
- on Jermyn Street in the St James’s area
of Mayfair - for business or leisure. Its rich
heritage dates back to the 1960s and it
is surrounded by some of London’s finest
cultural, dining, shopping and leisure
attractions.
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MIM: Filling a gap
in mobility training
Over the past four years, EuRA (as part of the
EARP – the European Academy of Relocation
Professionals) has been developing a new
fixed syllabus training programme that will sit
alongside its existing individual qualifications.
The initiative is about to be launched across
Europe, with the first training events taking
place in London and Bucharest in the Spring.

I

N THE last few years, the
demand for a fixed syllabus
professional qualification
for international mobility
professionals has become increasingly
strong.
Relocation providers want to evidence
the quality of their staff and a new fixed
training qualification is the ideal way
to do this. Just as significant, this new
qualification will enable the major bodies
representing the industry to more effectively
lobby the EU to gain professional status for
relocation companies.
Together with the EuRA Quality Seal,
which certifies relocation companies, this
programme is another step in gaining
European wide recognition for the industry.
The European Academy of Relocation
Professionals (comprising EuRA, ARP,
ABRA and SNPRM) have access to some
of the best thought leaders in the relocation
industry and a pool of excellent developers.
Now, after years of intensive development,
the Managing International Mobility (MIM)
programme is about to be launched.
The programme concentrates on the
critical core aspects of service delivery
within the mobility industry. It is made up
of four ‘day-long’ modules, two of which
must be undertaken on site and two
of which can be delivered online. One
significant advantage is that member
companies, for the first time, can have this
programme delivered in-house by specialist
MIM trainers.
The four Modules are:
• The Mobility Industry in Context
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• Excellence in Service Delivery
• Managing Assignments Internationally
• Cultural Theory and Intelligence
The EARP Board and development
team chose to focus on these four key
areas as they represent a balance between
essential technical skills and wider industry
knowledge.
“We reacted to what we were being
asked to deliver both by our corporate
and HR colleagues and the RMC’s,” says
Åse Löfgren Gunsten, EuRA President and
EARP Board member.
“One of the big areas that EuRA has
focussed on in the last five years is the
evidencing of quality in order to make
it easier for DSP’s to demonstrate their
professionalism to both corporate and
outsourced clients. One gap we identified
in our individual certification programmes
was the ability of members to simply prove
that their key managers and consultants
had reached a minimum level of industry
knowledge and professional skills. Being
able to evidence that these key players
in the company had studied to a fixed
syllabus covering all essential aspects of
our industry was key.”
Tad Zurlinden, EuRA CEO and EARP
Board member, was instrumental in
the development of the existing EARP
certification, the European Relocation
Qualification (ERQ):
“The ERQ programmes allow for local
knowledge to be delivered at a qualification
level. The ERQ certification allows
companies to pick and choose which
training is most appropriate for which

individual and it will continue to be so.
However, there was a gap in the delivery
of a standardised programme which will
be more or less identical wherever it is
delivered.
“We have built in small areas where
local knowledge can be adapted to the
curriculum. For instance, there is an extra
module for private property finders, who
make up a large number of ARP members
in the UK. But the new MIM programme
complements the existing ERQ certification
brilliantly and even feeds into the existing
ERQ points structure.”
Joelle Touhadian, Board Member
for the French Syndicat National des
Professionnels de la Relocation et de la
Mobilite (SNPRM) sees the value of local
knowledge but also the importance of a
standardised European qualification:
“In France, training is absolutely key
for all companies. We very highly value
ongoing professional development and
the launch of this programme has been
greeted with great enthusiasm by SNPRM
members. We have the ability to take an
international approach to our industry while
at the same time, being able to focus on
the quality of service delivery that is key to
every country.”
Anne Claude Lambelet was a key
member of the development team:
“Alongside my fellow developers, the
EARP Board and Dominic Tidey from
EuRA, we took a lot of time to think
carefully, not so much about what to
include in the MIM programme, but what to
leave out!

“Our industry is dynamic and changing.
In Module 1, we felt it was essential for
all of us to understand the context of our
industry and how it is structured as it is
changing all the time. The MIM programme
will be subject to continual review to ensure
it stays contemporary and relevant.
“We are also watching trends and this
is why when we developed Module 3,
we decided to look at the concept of
managing outbound work. This is a key
trend that is being asked for by our clients
and this is very specific knowledge. We
are also looking at how, in future, we will
adapt the programme to take account of
changing trends in talent mobility.”

Misinterpretation
Anita Meyer is the Board Member for the
Association of Belgian Relocation Agents
and has first hand experience of why
closer work with the EU on a professional
designation for our industry is so key:
“ABRA was formed as a direct result of
a change in legislation in Belgium which
threatened to link our industry indelibly to
real estate. We were all going to have to
train and register as real estate agents in
order to continue to trade. This type of
misinterpretation of what we do is why
it is so key that we seek a designation
for relocation providers at all levels in our
industry.
“We started the process some years ago
within the EARP and now, thanks to the
EuRA Quality Seal which gives company
wide certification, plus the fixed syllabus

MIM Programme which leads to individual
professional certification, we have the tools
in place to lobby further.”
When EARP looked at what areas would
be key for the programme, one topic
was obvious: quality in service delivery.
Since 2008, the organisation has worked
with the development team behind the
EuRA Quality Seal and the people behind
the EuRA/Oxford Brookes Relocation
Coaching Programme, to bring all of their
skills to the new MIM certification.
Carmelina Lawton Smith, Senior Lecturer
in Coaching and Leadership Development
at Oxford Brookes and the Content
Director of the Relocation Coaching
Programme was the natural choice
of developer for the second Module,
‘Excellence in Service Delivery’.
“Our aim for this Module was to link all
of the service criteria outlined in the EuRA
Quality Seal to concepts that we developed
for the Relocation Coaching Programme
in terms of Change Management,” says
Carmelina. “The result is a brand new way
of looking at service delivery in terms of the
impact of relocation on the transferee and
family.
“In order to bring this academic model
into the professional practice of relocation
service delivery, I was delighted to work
with Helle Herstad, whose experience in
the European mobility industry and as a
trainer has brought a new dimension to the
programme.”
Helle Herstad sees what value this
combined academic and professional
practice approach has brought to the
programme.
“We needed to look at what we do with
new eyes and that is what we’ve been
able to do here,” she says. “Combining
change management theory with quality
in professional practice has brought a
new dimension to the way we think about
relocation.”
Significantly, the team discovered that
every discussion about the programme
always came back to the essential nature
of intercultural competence and how
crucial it is for all professionals working in
the mobility arena. But EARP did not want
to take a traditional approach, so instead

DEVELOPMENT TEAM: Left to right,
descending: Åse Löfgren Gunsten,
Tad Zurlinden, Joelle Touhadian,
Anne-Claude Lambelet, Anita Meyer,
Carmelina Lawton Smith, Helle Horstad
and Sabine Baerlocher.
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combined traditional cultural theory with
new research into cultural intelligence.
Sabine Baerlocher, cultural trainer and
CEO of Active Relocation was one of the
developers of this Module:
“I worked with Dominic Tidey on this as
he has delivered the EuRA Fundamentals
Culture Module for many years, but
we decided to take a new approach,
combining the traditional models of
Hofstede, Trompenaars and all, with new
theories we delivered as part of the EuRA
Oxford Brookes Relocation Coaching
Programme.
“It is useful to look at the wide aspects
of cultural theory; for example, I am Swiss
therefore I am monochronic, but I am
also an individual and Swiss people can

“

We took the individualistic
approach of CI and more

“

traditional macro theories
– and the result has been
very successful

still be late! So we took the individualistic
approach of Cultural Intelligence (CI) and
compared it with more traditional macro
theories and the result has been very
successful.”
One of many pragmatic issues in the
development of the programme was
how to exempt people holding existing
qualifications. The ‘Excellence in Service
Delivery’ Module is so unique that it was
felt a key new area of skill, so any holders
of the GMS certification will be exempted
from the other Modules if they attend this
one. Full details of other exemptions for
ERQ holders can be found online: www.
earp.eu.com
Another issue to be overcome was
the costs of this programme. EARP will
be running two modules face to face in
different locations throughout the year.
‘Excellence in Service Delivery’ and
‘Cultural Theory and Intelligence’ are
based on shared learning and are therefore
highly interactive. These two days can
only be delivered in person, but the other
two, ‘Mobility Industry in Context’ and
‘Managing International Mobility’ can be
delivered online, thus keeping the costs
much lower.
The entire programme can also be
delivered in-house. For details, please
contact domic.tidey@eura-relocation.com
“We have had a terrific reaction from

CELEBRITY
GREECE
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SPREADING THE WORD: The Celebrity team has learned how to turn the Greek economic downturn into positive opportunities.

EARP members and particularly relocation
management companies to the launch
of this programme,” adds Dominic Tidey.
“We hope it will enable members of all
partners in the EARP to continue to prove
how excellent they are and how continuing
professional development is critical to
ongoing success.”
• A leaflet on MIM has been inserted
with this copy of The EuRApean. Full
details of the programme can be found
on each of the partner websites and on
the EARP web at www.earp.eu.com.

Growth in a crisis:
avoiding a Greek tragedy
I

I’M OFTEN asked: “How is
your business coping with the
crisis?” My answer is always:
“Celebrity is determined
to remain positive.” And positive is not
the easiest thing to be when the words
synonymous with Greece today are
negative: debt, economic crisis, political
instability. However, we are set on
continued success and plan to adapt our
relocation business to whatever changes
may come.
My husband, George and I started
Celebrity International Movers in Athens
27 years ago. Over the years, we’ve
enjoyed the good and tackled the bad. No
matter what the situation, we’ve sought
opportunities. That’s why we’re standing
tall today and providing the value and
professionalism our clients seek. Through
teamwork, persistence and hard work,
Celebrity is still experiencing steady
growth. In addition to moving, we are now
known for top quality relocation services.
In the current economic climate, there
is no doubt that more people are thinking
of leaving Greece than coming to it. So
for those who do come to live and work
in our country, our staff take their needs
especially to heart. We understand that
we play a very important role in the lives
of these assignees. We also believe our
positive disposition helps them adjust. We
are committed to our responsibility by not
only earning their satisfaction through our
care and attention, but also the satisfaction
of their employers, by offering quality
services coupled with competitive rates.
Now, more than ever, we are committed
to providing the best relocation services.
Many different elements must synch
together to ensure an excellent relocation

Kathy Chrisovergis, Managing Director of Celebrity
International Movers, puts her perspective on
the tough economic challenges effecting Greece
and its relocation industry – providing lessons in
survival and positive forward planning.
experience in our country. Getting the right
paperwork in order, finding specific homes
and searching for quality schools are key
to ensuring a seamless transition. Celebrity
specialises in efficiently customising and
organising the best packages to get these
important details in order.
The market may be slower. Strikes may
inconvenience everyday life. Economic
policy changes are more common.
However, we won’t stand back and just
wait for the bad times to pass. We’re
approaching this economic downturn with
the most positive attitude we can. It’s
not about revising budgets or reducing
overhead expenses; it’s about adding value
to our services.
Now, more than ever, it’s important to
seek the following opportunities:
Repeat Business: Follow up with
satisfied clients and let them know we have
other moving and relocation services to
help them out next time around.
Networking: Growing a business can’t
happen by sitting behind a desk all day.
We focus on new relationships, business
partnerships and referrals. We are proud of
our national accreditations as well as our
industry memberships in FIDI, IAM, BAR
and of course, EURA.
Education: Industry events give us new
ideas and knowledge to help Celebrity

stand out in this competitive industry.
Credentials and accreditations are awarded
to ensure quality of service. At Celebrity,
relocation specialists earned the CERP
relocation industry certifications.
When times are tough, the strongest
businesses reveal themselves. Our priority
is to maintain the value we built over the
decades as we continue to help people
relocate in and out of our beautiful country.
www.celebrity.gr
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TALENT MOBILITY

in the Human Age
T

WO PHRASES that have been
hard to ignore, yet harder to
define are ‘Talent Mobility’
and ‘The Human Age’. These
concepts came into being around the
middle of 2010, as the world began to
emerge from a devastating economic
slowdown, and refer to the increasing
importance of strategically moving key
staff to the right place at the right time.
Manpower Group went further, defining
the first quarter of the 21st century as
‘The Human Age’, where talentism would
become the new capitalism, pushing
developing and developed economies
forward.
So what do these concepts actually
involve and what impact will they have on
the future of the mobility industry?
PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PWC)

108 Spring
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published the results of their extensive
research in the report ‘Talent Mobility
2020, The Next Generation of International
Assignments’, and it makes fascinating
reading. The organisation predicts a 50 per
cent growth in international assignments
by 2020.
Great news for the relocation industry,
but the complexities highlighted create
uncertainties in the correlation between an
increase in international assignments and
more jobs for mobility providers.
The single biggest barrier in getting
talent where it is needed within a global
corporation, is immigration compliance. The
EU is working across its member states
to implement standardised immigration
processes for the speedy settlement of
highly sought after non-EU residents. This
has resulted in the new Blue Card scheme.

The problem is that each member
state has been allowed to interpret the
guidelines differently. Some states such
as Germany have implemented the
system to be as flexible as possible. The
German government has been proactive in
recognising the need for overseas talent in
keeping its manufacturing sector a world
leader.
Other states such as Spain have
implemented the process in such a way
that it remains almost as complex as
their existing non-EU regulations. This is
understandable in a country with a 26
per cent unemployment rate, where the
political will to let foreigners take the best
jobs is not strong.
Other states such as the UK have
refused to implement the system at all.
Again, political will in the UK to increase

EuRA Operations Director, Dominic
Tidey discusses two of the hot topics in
modern relocation services and asks:
what do they mean for the mobility
industry?
migration is weak, as it is a major political
issue unpopular with voters. But the shortsightedness of these decisions cannot be
underestimated in an increasingly complex,
competitive and global economy.
PWC states in its report: ‘We believe the
war for talent will continue to be the major
human resource issue to 2020, when the
people pipeline looks to be the most crucial
variable separating winners and losers in
the marketplace. This will only increase the
need for expeditious knowledge transfer
and amplify pressure on human resource
leaders to tackle the ensuing regulatory,
compensation and tax issues.’
As HR professionals outsource more and
more international assignment functions,
global RMCs are carefully watching the
development of talentism in the market
place in order to assist their clients with
future compliance issues. All providers
within the supply chain could be affected
by this huge growth in assignment
numbers, with assignment patterns look
set to change in a number of ways.
Firstly, the traditional locations for
international assignments have changed
dramatically since 1990. Tokyo, New York
and Mexico City held the top three spots in
terms of the world’s largest global cities. In
2020 it is estimated that the top three will
be Tokyo, Mumbai and Delhi. Other cities
such as Lagos, which wasn’t listed in the
top 30 most populous in 1990, comes in at
number 12 in 2020.
Population size doesn’t necessarily
translate to international assignments,
especially in cities such as Lagos which still
labour under harsh economic conditions
and security issues. However, other
developing countries such as China and
India – if they continue to promote middle
class growth and personal wealth – will
inevitably be at the centre of talent need.
Over the past decade the demand for
talent and therefore mobility services,
has increased because of two factors:
new markets opening to corporations to
sell their goods and services to, and new
places to transfer service centres and
manufacturing.
The flow is still predominantly from West
to East, but this will change. Mobility of
talent will become increasingly fluid as
assignments continue to grow in volume.
As investment from emerging markets

increases across the world, it will become
more common for a Chinese company
to move European staff to manage
investment in Africa.
However, the top ten preferred countries
for assignees to be sent to in no way
reflect this growth. The top four are English
speaking, (USA, UK, Canada and Australia)
and the other six are all highly developed
(Germany, Switzerland, Singapore, France,
Italy and Sweden). Persuading assignees
and families to relocate to less appealing
developing countries will not be easy.
Secondly, the type of assignment
changes the relocation industry has seen
over the past decade will continue in the
next one.

“

How long will it take
reluctant states to realise
that talent mobility is the
key to future economic
stability and growth?

“

Talent Mobility

TALENT MOBILITY

Highly prized and highly paid overseas
assignments have already evolved and will
continue to do so as corporations look
to implement overarching global policies
aligned to strategic talent planning.
Key senior assignees will increasingly
become scarce, enabling them to negotiate
much stronger terms on an individual level.
One lasting impact to these assignees
of the global recession has been to make
them even more aware of their value to
their employers’ competition and in some
cases, eroded loyalty to their corporation.
They will be able to negotiate more like
professional sports stars do when moving
from team to team.
At lower levels, international experience
is already being built into the career
planning of future corporate stars and the
most highly qualified Gen X’s and Milennials
expect to be expatriated. These first
assignments tend to be self supported,
with little being offered in the way of
professional mobility support ,other than
compliance.
The Canadian Employee Relocation

Council undertook some fascinating
research into assignee attitudes and the
impact this has on global talent movement.
CEO Steve Cryne will present the results
at the opening of the EuRA Congress in
Bucharest this April.
But all this is all dependent on
governments allowing such assignments.
Singapore is an excellent example of a
country which actively promotes bringing
in global talent. It is possible for the highest
qualified assignees to be granted work
permits and residency within 24 hours. In
most of the EU, even with the Blue Card,
this will still take upwards of three weeks.
Where nationalism continues to grow,
in areas such as Catalunya and Scotland
where many residents are seeking
independence on the basis of a ‘jobs for
us’ mandate, compliance will become even
more complex.
How long will it take reluctant states
to realise that talent mobility is the key to
future economic stability and growth?
And what does all this mean for
relocation providers? Growth is going to
be in services delivered in less traditional
locations. The need for services is
increasing massively in China and all the
major RMCs are now represented there.
Africa and India will also continue to grow
– and it is here that there is a genuine
shortage of professional mobility support.
Those companies positioned to expand
into these territories will see the largest
growth. Emerging markets and developing
economies are not nearly so attractive to
assignees and therefore highly supported
relocations will be more in demand here.
Support for the less well-funded
assignments will take an increasingly
technical and long-arm direction. Low-level
support will focus on immigration and
compliance; many relocation companies
now specialise in immigration support.
Greater flexibility in support packages
is also key in acknowledging that the
increase in assignments over the next
decade will not reflect the past patterns of
high level funding.
All in all this is great news for the global
mobility industry. We live in interesting
times, as the Chinese curse warns,
but then if we didn’t love a challenge,
relocation professionals would not be
doing what they do!
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COMMUNICATION

W

E LIVE in an increasingly
connected world. On the
internet we can log onto a
site using our LinkedIn or
Facebook password. Our lives have been
made easier by networks of networks.
And yet the world of relocation has been
left out of this change. Information between
HR, RMCs, DSPs, and providers of
language or cultural training, immigration,
and short-term accommodation is all being
sent through email or by requiring people –
including sometimes the transferee – to log
into multiple systems.
There is a productivity issue because
the person that works on a transferee file
(showing properties, filing immigration
documents, or performing training) is not
usually the person that reports directly to
the customer.
Often, another person in the relocation
provider needs to gather the information
and either send it in an email or re-enter
it into a customer system. Each system is
different, so that user needs to learn how
to work in each of them. It also leads to
delays and potential errors.
This has resulted in a strange
contradiction. RMCs and corporate
customers say that they want providers to
work in a professional way, with a system
for measuring and reporting quality, key
performance indicators, and service levels.
But providers are finding that entering
information twice is not worth the time, so
they are not fully using or implementing
systems.
Information flow is stuck in a multi-layer
manual communications process that
depends on the right people being at their
desk to make it happen. This productivity
issue affects bottom-line profitability and
quality of service throughout the industry.
Isn’t there a better way?
The Time Has Come
There are three developments over the
last few years that point to a better, faster,
more efficient, and more accurate way of
working.
Firstly, the consolidation among RMCs
has led them to implement their own
systems which they promote as part of
their strength in service delivery.
Secondly, more and more DSPs and
other suppliers like immigration, and
language and cultural training providers
have implemented systems. Some have
developed their own system, while others
use industry-specific solutions. Quality,
reporting, and other RFI requirements are
driving this trend.
Thirdly, the technology to link
systems easily has matured. Every
modern development language and
database allows the secure, automatic
communication between systems using
technologies grouped together under the
term ‘web services’.
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CONNECTED

FUTURE

Making Connections
These three developments mean
that there are new possibilities to boost
productivity and reliability. The solution
is very simple, although it might seem
difficult.
All relocation systems basically have
the similar information: the transferee
name, date of birth, moving date,
etc. The information that needs to
be communicated about immigration
or expense management or move
management is already stored in the
systems that need to use it.
The difficulty, as in all parts of life,
is communication. In this case it is
communication between systems. But the
web services mentioned above make it
possible for one system to say to another
system, “Here is a new transferee, and
some details”. The other system could
reply, “OK, received”.
This communication between systems
could occur, automatically, throughout the
entire relocation process, from initiation
through departure.
Such communication would greatly
improve the timeliness, accuracy, and
completeness of information. It is possible,
and it is not rocket science. If basically the
same data is being held in two systems,
then the obstacles to communication are:
• How the information is identified:
FName vs FirstName
• How it is stored: like 2012-05-01 or
01/05/12
• How it is communicated technically.
This simply requires that the two parties
agree in advance how and when to
communicate the information.

The Future? Connected!
Connecting systems would lead to an
explosion of productivity since everyone
could work only in their own system, in the
way that they are used to.
But this presents a challenge for our
industry: many systems communicating
with many other systems. If one company
demands that providers link in a certain
way, while another company demands
that providers link in another way, then
this issue will not be solved. It will greatly
increase the cost for everyone in the
industry, beyond the benefits.
This problem will only be solved, and
the enormous customer service benefits
achieved, if there is a common standard.
We do not need to look very far for an
example of success. The moving industry
has been using Electronic Data Interchange
(EDI) for over a decade to automatically
send messages between systems like
manifests and financial information.
Our industry needs to come together
to form common standards, as many
industries already have. Instead of
following divergent paths, we need to
form an industry-wide path toward closer
integration and communication that will
benefit everyone.

The global mobility
services industry is
missing a major opportunity
to improve the way it
communicates with itself,
argues David Sanders
of Relo Tracker.

When did a school make you feel this good?
Families just know when a relocation works. Whether you are a mom or dad, toddler or teenager, HR or relocation
professional, from Texas or Tokyo, when all the pieces come together, it can deliver one of life’s most rewarding
experiences. ACS understands the complex needs of globally mobile families. We have partnered the relocation
industry since 1967 to meet the many challenges that face international families. Our campus-specific Admissions,
Housing and Transport experts work closely with parent-assisted Welcome Teams, International Groups, Parent/
Teacher Organisations and Buddy programmes to create a smooth, seamless and happy transition. That is why each
year literally hundreds of families from more than 50 countries make ACS ‘the’ regional solution to their educational
and lifestyle needs.
To find out more about us, and our world renowned programmes, please visit www.acs-schools.com. Alternatively
call either ACS Cobham +44 (0)1932 869744, ACS Egham +44 (0)1784 430611, ACS Hillingdon +44 (0)1895 818402.
ACS schools are non-sectarian and co-educational (day and boarding) for students 2 to 18 years of age.

• www.relotracker.com
2895_0103_EuRa_ReloFeelGoodIntLS_RUK.indd 1
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Economies
of SCALE

To celebrate EuRA’s first networking event alongside
the Worldwide ERC global workforce summit in
Shanghai, The EuRApean publishes the first in a
two- part, in-depth look at what is happening in the
Asia Pacific region...

Changing property market in Asia

P

ROPERTY agents are facing a
few challenges in the Asia Pacific
region – not least of which is
when dealing with a distance
communication with landlords, acccording to
Orientations Inc.
Many landed houses or high rise
condominiums in the region are owned by
investors from overseas, including those from
Hong Kong, Singapore, Middle East and
local people who work overseas. This has
prolonged the process of finalising tenancy
agreements and payments and the chance to
view a designated complex.
Some investors are also unwilling to fully
furnish the unit, due to differing assignee
preferences. Landlords are also very selective
about potential tenants; they are unwilling to rent
if the potential tenant owns a pet (most condos
are not pet friendly on religious grounds).
Due to the relatively cheaper housing
in Malaysia, there are still many new
developments going on to cater for foreign
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and local high end demand. This includes
MM2H (the Malaysia My Second Home
programme). Cheap, good quality housing
will still be widely available there for some
considerable time.
For those people who research the property
market online, there are some issues to deal
with. There are examples of delays or no
feedback, expired information and out of date
pictures of units shown, and reliability of the
property agent and their services.
With all of the information provided, a
relocation professional will help to narrow
down the choices area to be resided within
budgetary rental constraints.
According to the Santa Fe Group, in
Asia, real estate agents will (with very few
exceptions) take a commission fee from
landlords if they find a tenant who agrees
to take a lease on their property. Landlords
typically add this cost to the monthly lease
cost so they are not out of pocket.
As they receive a significant sum of money

for commissions, it is very common for real
estate agents to offer supposedly ‘free’
services as part of the home search, such
as property audits, with some ‘rewarding’
company employees in return for receiving
these opportunities.
This is a common problem in Asia and is
not highly visible as it is perceived that the real
estate vendors are providing their services for
free. Furthermore, as the real estate agents
commission increases when the rental cost is
higher, there is no incentive for the agent to try
to find properties with lower rental rates.
Given the above, the Santa Fe group is
promoting a strong business case to adopt a
fixed fee rental vendor programme, by which
a relocation services management company
is appointed based on the understanding they
will agree (in writing) that no commissions will
be collected from landlords. Instead, they will
charge a fixed fee to the company for every
property for which a lease is signed.
www.orientations.com

A way through
the minefield
C

HINESE local labour
and employment rules
and regulations serve as
guidelines for employers, but
may not be applicable in practice for their
international assignees/employees. This
is a common challenge for employers
where there is the need to adhere to the
international policies of their organisation
yet at the same time, comply with local
policies that may be in conflict.
When I joined Santa Fe Relocations,
Shanghai office in May 2011 it was an
eye-opener to go through the visa and
immigration process myself, especially
in areas such as visa applications prior
to entering China, medical check-up,
collation of documents, language barrier
etc.
For me, Shanghai is the epitome of
modern China. Shanghai attracts many
foreigners and has become an expat
friendly city as evidenced by the large
range of international products, services
and living facilities that can be found.
Visa and immigration procedures here
are straightforward and transparent
compared to other cities in China.
Employment policies at the Shanghai
Labour and Public Security Bureaux are
far more established and large volumes
of visa and residence permit applications
are processed everyday, whereas third
or fourth tier cities will probably have
minimal applications in a year.
When the Regional Headquarters
Scheme (RHQ) was introduced by
China’s Ministry of Commerce and the
Shanghai Municipal Government five
years ago to ensure continued market
presence and remain competitive with
Hong Kong and Singapore.
Many large multinational companies
applied for RHQ status to ease the
hiring of foreign employees. The visa
and immigration processing timeline
for foreigner working in the RHQ was
shortened while a longer permit validity
was granted for senior executive
positions as well as the opportunity to
apply for permanent residence (PR)
status. This latter status certainly serves
as an added attraction for foreigners
who have a local Chinese spouse or
for returning overseas Chinese who
no longer hold Chinese passports and
identification.
Shanghai city officials quoted in
a recent IT forum that Shanghai will

Immigration
procedures in
China can differ
significantly from city
to city. Some policies
and processes are
even vague and
questionable. Jane
Teng, Immigration
Manager of Santa
Fe Relocations,
Shanghai, guides us
through the minefield.
become a ‘smart city’ by the end of
2015 as part of the 12th Five Year Plan
(2011-2015) through focused investment
in faster broadband and other information
technology infrastructure. Hence,
IT industry giants that had penetrated
the Chinese market earlier are expected
to boost further developments,
specifically in internet mobile networks
and telecommunications, to cater
for smart phones, tablets and laptop
computer users who are growing
each day. At present, Shanghai, Wuxi,
Hangzhou and Ningbo are identified
to lead the ‘smart city’ development in
China.
Many employers in manufacturing
sectors have increased the need for
foreign technical and sales experts to
lend their expertise in Shanghai. Instead
of offering these foreigners long term
assignment packages (which can be
costly), it has now become the trend
for employers to have these technical
experts spend up to two weeks in
different cities in China once every
quarter.
These frequent travellers, sometimes
also known as ‘rotators’, will continue to
have their payroll in their home country.
This works well for the employer as
Continued on next page
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Immigration issues in APAC
E

© chungking-Fotolia.com

it will not create an establishment of
permanent residential in China since
they stay only for short periods of time in
different cities in China.
What is the most appropriate visa and
what risk exposures are there for these
travelers? Because ‘rotators’ are a new
trend and the regulations can be grey,
this can be a dilemma.
An extract from the Rules for the
Administration of Employment of
Foreigners in China - Article 12 indicates
that a work permit must be applied in the
Chinese city where the foreign individual
is employed. This rule could arguably
not apply to foreign ‘rotators’ as it is
not possible for them to apply for a work
permit in each city because they may
spend less than 90 days in China in a year.
At present, the Shanghai Labour
Bureau does not have any written
regulation on whether a work permit
is required for ‘rotators’. In practice,
bureau officers verbally confirmed in
late 2012 that a work permit is required
if the foreign employee meets any of
the following requirements (again this is
verbal, with no written statement):
• The foreigner enters into a local
China employment contract;
• The foreigner receives remuneration
directly from the China entity; or
• The foreigner’s business trips
to China are more than 90 days
cumulatively in a calendar year.
An F category (business) visa would
be sufficient for assignment or business
purposes of below three months.
However, some employers will insist
on more than an F Visa and would
prefer to apply a work permit even for

ASIA PACIFIC

TAKING SHAPE: Shanghai intends to become the ‘New York’ of China.
assignments below three months. In
Shanghai, the Labor Bureau will accept
these kinds of work permit applications
although it may not be the case for other
cities.
Another main requirement for foreigners
applying for work permits is a local
sponsor company with a valid business
license, paid-up capital, Wholly ForeignOwned Enterprise (WFOE) and other
criteria.
Employers must decide which local
entity in which city should sponsor
the work permit application. Some
companies have entities set up in a less
developed city which has yet to obtain
relevant legal papers. There is also a
need to consider whether the local
authorities at these third and fourth tier
cities are capable of processing such visa
applications.
The current ruling – Article 12 – is not
favourable for this type of situation. In
order to maximise compliancy, foreign
employees are encouraged to register
residences at the nearest police stations

in both the city where the work permit is
issued and the city where the employee
resides.
In summary, the visa and immigration
procedures for Shanghai are generally
more transparent and clear-cut, which
we trust will continue. With upcoming
economic developments in second, third
and fourth tier cities in China, we expect
the local employment policies to be more
established to take into account foreign
elements.
Even though some local policies may
remain grey for employers, we have
seen an increase in demand for HR or
global mobility specialists to address
these compliance issues to minimise any
potential risks.
• Jane Teng moved to Shanghai in
May 2011, having worked in Malaysia
and Singapore for over six years in
the international assignment services
industry, particularly in the area of
immigration and personal income
taxation. www.santaferelo.com

NSURING immigration and
visa compliance is one of the
key aspects of an assignee’s
move to their host location,
be it a short-term project or a multi-year
attachment.
The type of visa required depends on
the scope and length of time the assignee
and his/her family (if applicable) will be in
the host country. It also depends on the
relevant immigration department’s latest
requirements. These change so it is always
best to check with a knowledgeable
Destination Service Provider (DSP) or at
your local host country embassy/consulate.
The table below gives a summary of the
various types of visa that are available and/
or a requirement of the host country.
The terminology, type and duration of
visas vary but as the table below clearly
shows, visas are not something to overlook
in the Asia Pacific region. Tourist visa is
included to show that some type of visa is
a requirement even if the visit is only to be
a non-working visit.
Some tourist visas are granted on
arrival and others need to be applied for
in advance. Again it is best to ask the
DSP or the local host country embassy or
consulate in advance of the planned visit.
Should the purpose of the visit to the
home country be for attending a conference,
exploratory business meetings and
commissioning of plant, for example, then
it is typical that a short stay business visa
will be required. For Australia this is limited
to six weeks. For China, a 30 day business
F visa is available, extendable in-country,

This article focuses on the requirements for visa
compliance in 10 APAC countries and pools
experience and advice from the RELOC8 Asia
Pacific Group based in those countries.

whereas for Japan a 90-day tourist visa will
suffice.
For Malaysia a professional visit pass is
a requirement for short-term assignments
from one to 12 months in duration. If
the stay in New Zealand is up to three
months a business visitor visa is required
and if the work is being paid for by a New
Zealand company then a full work visa will
be required. For a short business visit to
the Philippines, a 9A visa is appropriate,
however for a longer stay up to six months
a special work permit is required.
There is no short stay business visa in
Singapore, so for short business visits a
tourist, or social visit pass, is sufficient.
Certain nationalities can visit South Korea
visa-free for up to 90 days and other
nationalities do require a visa, but this is
also granted for the same 90-day period.
In Taiwan the visitor visa entitles ordinary
passport holders to conduct business
meetings, inspection tours etc. for up to
six months, although some countries, for
example the US and Canada, can enter
visa-free for up to 90 days. If a short
business visit to Thailand is to be arranged,
most people will arrange a tourist visa,
although a non-immigrant B visa is available
for a visit up to three months in duration.

Serviced apartments in Vietnam
A SECOND contract to open a Somerset
serviced apartment in Hanoi has been won
by The Ascott Limited (Ascott).
Following the successful launch of
Somerset Vista in Ho Chi Minh City in
December 2012, the new 252-unit
Somerset West Central Hanoi due to open
in 2016 reinforces the Singapore-based
company’s position in Vietnam as the
country’s largest international serviced
residence owner-operator.
Ascott operates more than 1,800
apartment units across 13 properties in
four cities: Ho Chi Minh City, Hanoi, Hai
Phong and Danang.
Somerset West Central Hanoi is to offer
a choice of studio, one, two and three
bedroom apartments and facilities will
include a swimming pool, gymnasium,
business centre and residents’ lounge.
The long-term economic outlook for
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Vietnam remains good, underpinned by
its large, young workforce and pro-growth
policies.
Ascott plans to open properties in

other key growth cities of Vietnam. Its first
property in Hai Phong will open next year,
while its first property in Danang will open
in 2015.

1) In Australia and New Zealand there is no distinction in the definition of an unmarried partner between
same-sex or heterosexual couples. 2) A dependant’s visa is not required. 3) A child under 18 years of age can
have a dependant’s visa provided the principal visa holder has a Resident Permit (i.e. Long-term Z visa).
4) Dependants (up to 19 years of age) will either obtain a visitor or student visa depending on the type of visa the
principal applicant holds. 5) The spouse does not require a separate visa from the principal visa holder. 6) While
a spouse cannot work on a dependant’s visa it is known that some do either part time, in the grey economy or
set up their own small business, all at their own risk and without the assistance of an ethical DSP. 7) Subject to
approval by the Immigration Department. 8) Spouse will either obtain a visitor or work visa depending on the
type of visa the principal applicant holds. 9) Not required. Covered by dependant visa or principal applicant’s
visa, as applicable. 10) In Thailand and South Korea a student below the age of 20 years will be covered by the
dependant’s pass. In Thailand a student above 20 years of age will require a Non-Immigrant ED visa. In South
Korea a student above 20 years will require a visa sponsored by the university he/she will attend.

For longer visit durations, short term
assignments and multi-year assignments
may be required. These might include
the assignee’s spouse and children (if
applicable) also moving to the host country.
The typical time requirement for arranging
work visas is between one and two
months, although the implementation of
electronic submissions in some countries is
helping to speed up the process.
As the table below shows, opportunities
for the spouse to gain employment in
the Asia Pacific region are not cut and
dried, and may be a deciding factor
if the assignment is taken. However,
immigration and visa requirements change
and sometimes they actually relax. For
example, in Malaysia it was recently
announced that spouses on dependants’
passes may seek work if they can find a
company who will apply for a work permit
and gain approval from the Immigration
Department.
Eligibility of partners to obtain a
dependant’s visa is also an area that has
differing interpretations in countries within
Asia Pacific. Unmarried couples can face
difficulties being granted a dependant’s
visa. In Japan, for example, although
unmarried partners are not recognised
as legal dependants, separate visa
arrangements may be possible if there are
children. In Malaysia it is possible to obtain
a long-term social pass for a non-married
partner, depending on the nationality of
the applicants. Same-sex partnerships
also have differing eligibility for visas,
ranging from Australia and New Zealand
where no distinction is made to others, to
Thailand, where a multiple entry tourist visa
is the only alternative, even for unmarried
heterosexual partners.
In the majority of Asia Pacific countries
mentioned in this article there is little difficulty
in obtaining a student visa, so long as the
principal visa applicant is granted their visa.
There are many resources to obtain
information regarding immigration and visa
issues, from the trade department of host
country embassies/consulates, chambers
of commerce and host country business
groups.
• As always, readers are advised to
take independent advice before acting
on specific matters relevant to their own
situation, especially as immigration and
visa requirements can change often.
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A way through the minefield
O

Nature of activities / type of industry
In certain countries, manufacturers may
find the process of immigration simpler
than other types of company. This applies
when a government wants to industrialise
its nation by encouraging manufacturing
plants to be set up. These create local job
opportunities, transfer technical knowledge
to local professionals and enhance a
positive economic environment.
A pure trading company, on the other

T

HE FIRST serious settlers
who came to Australia from
all parts of the world around
150 years ago were surprised
at how multicultural it was, how expensive
everything was and how difficult it was
to find accommodation. Yet the majority
of the new arrivals were excited by the
opportunities, the friendliness, the vibrant
cities and the natural beauty and big skies.
Some things do not change!
Living in Australia is a wonderful
experience. It is one of the most sought
after places to work and with huge
employment opportunities in some
sectors it is not surprising that migration
to Australia is so high. What is refreshing
in this difficult economic climate is that
there are still openings in the workplace for
those who are looking and it is still a place
where innovation is rewarded for those
who wish to start a business.
Australian friendliness is recognised
throughout the world and as people
come from many nations to join the
thriving communities. There is a general
acceptance of how this enriches Australia
and a genuine warmth for newcomers.
Cities abound with restaurants and cafes
where the fusion of flavours from all over the
world have placed Australia firmly on the
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hand, may be faced with more scrutiny
and stringent immigration requirements,
for example laws to protect local traders.
In certain Asian countries, large foreign
multinational hypermarkets are usually
required to partner with local shareholders
in order to protect the smaller to medium
size local stores.
Shareholding structure and capital
investment
An organisation’s capital investment and
shareholding make-up may also be a big
hurdle when applying for work permits.
Authorities may impose a minimum
requirement condition for the paid-up
capital of the local sponsoring company
(eg. a minimum capital investment of

USD500,000 is needed if a wholly owned
foreign entity). A certain percentage of the
company’s shares may have to be held by
locals.
Employee structure
A business may also be faced with
problems if the need for foreign employees
increases. When applying for work permits
and/or visas, a certain local employee
versus foreign applicant ratio may be
imposed.
Establishment of Legal Entity
Organizations wanting to send their
employees to new markets without setting
up a local company first will certainly face
major challenges. Most APAC countries

Wizards of Oz
Kathy Nunn of Elite Executive Services (right) says
that after centuries of immigration, Australia’s
citizens have a genuine warmth for newcomers
culinary map! Celebrations and festivities
from every nation add spark and vibrancy.
While it all sounds idyllic, there are
some things which it is well to be aware of
before arrival.
A few years ago Australians were keen
investors in property so that there were
plenty of rentals available. Australians were
also keen to live and work overseas and
so there were also properties available for
rental from that source also.
Things have changed. Fewer Australians
venture overseas as there are less job
opportunities; real estate websites are full
of properties that have been leased but
still show that they are available. It pays to
be aware that there are likely to be multiple
applications for any property so there is no
guarantee that you will be able to walk into
rental easily.

Having a good relocation agent, of
course, can make the process much
simpler as they have relationships which
they use to locate or secure properties

© zhu difeng-Fotolia.com

June Mok, Group
Immigration Manager,
Santa Fe Group, takes
us through some of the
main considerations when
planning to move assignees
to the Asia Pacific region

© magann-Fotolia.com

NE CAN say with absolute
certainty that immigration in
the Asia Pacific region is not
exactly a ‘walk in the park’.
With pressures for companies to reduce
international assignment costs and shorter
lead times (how often have we heard “the
assignment start date was yesterday!”),
finding the right balance between meeting
urgent business needs and complying with
legal requirements is becoming more and
more important.
Inconsistencies in government
requirements, processing times and
documentation submission, ‘grey’ areas
and increasing discretion are occurring as
case officers work on a rotational basis at
the authorities.
Specific immigration challenges include
the following:

Relationship and dependency
While common-law spouses are
conventional in EU countries and
recognised in most Commonwealth
nations, it can be very different in some
APAC countries. Even obtaining services
from a consulate or embassy may prove
difficult in developing markets, simply
because of the lack of a physical office.
Same sex spouses are a common
challenge, although this does not only
just apply in emerging markets but also in
some mature ones.

WAY IN: Local sponsors could help to speed up the immigration process in Beijing.
require a locally established company
to act as a sponsor for work permit
applications. When a client sponsors a
foreign company, other issues like taxation
and the way the client is recognised will
raise their heads.
Quotas
In some jurisdictions, immigration
authorities may impose employee
quotas on a company. A host of tedious
applications and extra conditions may
follow for this quota to be exceeded.
Location of host city
Immigration rules and regulations differ
from city to city within countries including
Korea, Japan, India, Malaysia, China and
and can also walk newcomers through
the formalities. Look for ones which
offer credible testimonials and where it is
possible to check references.
Apps such as AppLocation Australia
offer information about the process and
guidance to seeking rentals and there are
websites such as www.aussierelocation.
com which can also be useful.
The most important thing to do
pre-arrival, however, is to get together as
much information about your previous
rental history as possible and to do
homework on what rentals fetch in various
areas.
ACCOLADE: Melbourne was recently
voted ‘most liveable city in the world’.

more. Mature cities like Singapore, Hong
Kong and Shanghai arguably have more
streamlined and transparent immigration
processes compared to emerging cities.
In other cities – Yantai in China, or Teluk
Karang in Malaysia for example – lack
of experience of the authorities could
be problematic, especially when dealing
with documentation from less familiar
countries.
Some marriage certificates, academic
qualifications and even birth certificates
may be challenged on their authenticity.
These issues can be the main source
of delay in assignment start dates, which
have been known to stretch up to eight
months.
Education is another area to be
conscious of. If choosing a state school
education, most schools would expect
evidence to show residence in the school
zone, which can change a little each year
so it is always as well to check. Often,
until there is a lease in place or purchased
property in the zoned area, a school will
not allow children to start.
Relocation consultants can speed the
move out of short term accommodation
and assist with rental furniture so that
newcomers can start living in the school
zone as quickly as possible.
Some states charge fees to overseas
visitors on a 457 working visa while other
states treat such visa holders the same as
locals.
Private schools often have long waiting
lists and if the preference is to go down
this route it is again well worth doing
homework and in some cases submitting
applications for enrolment before arrival.
Relocation specialists will explain the
differences between various schools and
the major differences compared with the
country of origin.
Exploring options for banking , insurance
and even cars, furniture and white goods
before arrival is a good tip. Apps and
websites will be invaluable in directing

Applicant
Most immigration authorities
scrutinise the capabilities and needs of
a local company to employ foreign hires.
Conditions and requirements include
academic qualifications, work experience,
age of the applicant, remuneration (more
and more countries are increasing the
minimum salary requirement for a foreign
applicant whereas authorities might expect
parity with local market rates) and efforts
made to find local hires.
In conclusion, an organisation wanting to
set up a business in Asia will be constantly
faced with a multitude of immigration
challenges, both from an internal business
perspective (in trying to balance business
needs and legal compliance) and from
external factors (prevailing local rules
and regulations, political and economic
environment of the host country.
www.santaferelo.com

newcomers to good options. As the
Australian dollar is very strong, some
things such as white goods and cars may
seem more expensive than the home
destination. A good relocation consultant
will be able to connect families leaving with
newcomers arriving so that there is an
opportunity to purchase items which will
not be shipped from Australia. They can
also set a home up pre-arrival and once
arrived, help their clients to meet others who
have similar interests and providing a pool
of people who may also assist with breaking
down barriers in the business world.
Australia still remains a great destination
with Melbourne being voted as the most
liveable city in the world and Adelaide,
Sydney and Perth being counted in the
world’s top ten! Is it any wonder that the
rest of the world is still heading ‘down
under’? www.eers.com.au
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Developments across the region

I

NDONESIA is one of very
few countries in Asia where
landlords (mostly) require
pre-payment of rent for the
period of the lease – which is usually a
minimum of two years, warns Teddy Ragg,
Manager, Santa Fe Property Management
division. Korea and Taiwan are the only
other countries that have similar practices.
This practice goes back to the 1970’s
when Indonesia was booming and there
was an enormous shortfall in expatriate
accommodation. Unfortunately, this leaves
the tenant in a weak position with very little
legal recourse when it comes to disputes
with the landlord.
The process of renting a property in
Indonesia is a very much a ‘buyer-beware’
scenario. There is no strict building
code enforced for residential properties
and there is much evidence of cheap
construction and ‘band-aid’ repair work.
Tenants often walk into a newly leased
property unaware of a myriad of problems
that are likely to arise – in some cases
posing a serious risk to the tenant and
their family.
“It is therefore strongly advisable that a
tenant organises an independent property
audit prior to signing the lease and
pre-paying the rent,” says Teddy Ragg.
“Once this is done the report will make
recommendations as to where they can
definitely save on power consumption and
money. In most cases, just by reorganizing
the electrical usage in their residence,
they can manage to reduce their electrical
consumption (and therefore costs) by as
much as 40 to 60 per cent per month.
“Audits should be based on industry
standards; unfortunately Indonesia does
not have standards that are formally
regulated. When requesting an audit you
should ask the audit company to what
standard the inspection and report will be
based. Ideally it should be based on an
Australia, UK or USA standard.”
It is also important to find out whether
the property has an electrical leakage
circuit breaker, which will cut off all power
supply if tripped due to power shorting,
grounding and accidental handling of
live wire. This equipment in itself is fairly
inexpensive and most landlords prefer not
to install this, but it is highly recommended
that you ensure that an ELCB is installed in
your property.
By outlining the problems and shortfalls
of the property about to be signed for
a two or more year lease, the tenant (or
employer) will now be in the position to
bargain with the landlord. The tenant
should request that the landlord rectify
defective items as set out in the audit
reports, especially those relating to safety.
The response of the landlord will give
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A summary of facts,
figures and opinion from
Indonesia, New Zealand
and Japan
the prospective tenant a good indication
of how responsive the landlord will be to
other issues. Ideally, the audit team should
be recalled to the property to make sure
that the defective items have been fixed
correctly.

NEW ZEALAND is still an attractive
option for migrants and the New Zealand
economy is performing well despite all the
global pressures and difficulties it has faced
following the Christchurch earthquakes.
The earthquakes which caused such
devastation have been the catalyst for a
growth in the construction industry and
there is continued rebuilding in Canterbury.
There are many openings for those with
skills in construction and engineering and
there is also growth in bio-technology, IT
and the creative industries.
“As Asia takes an interest in the
alternatives offered by a more westernised
diet, there is also a demand for the safe,
high quality food offerings coming out of
New Zealand,” says Kathy Nunn of Elite
Executive Relocation Services. “There
is general agreement that productivity is
improving and the economy is projected to
expand by 3.1% in 2013.
“For newcomers, opportunities in New
Zealand look positive. There is a continued
flow into Auckland , where house prices
have risen by 8.4% in the year to 2012 and
in Wellington 5.3% in the same year. In
the larger cities there is also a demand for
housing which is in very short supply.
“For many non-residents this has forced
the decision to purchase a property. For
others it has meant moving well outside the
cities to areas which they would not have
really considered before. Our consultants
must be ever more creative in securing
properties for their clients.
“Relationships with real estate agents
and knowing which of your clients may be
moving on or buying a property, therefore
making a rental property available, is crucial
to success in finding new homes. It is not
unusual for one client to take over another
client’s rental home. As with everything,
preparation is the key, and starting the
process early is always the best way to go.”
JAPAN’S residency management and
immigration systems changed significantly
in 2012, say Steve Burson and William
Titus of Relo Japan.
Much of the foreign population in Japan is

excited to be a part of changes like:
• Expansion of the maximum visa term
• Elimination of the re-entry permit
system (in most cases)
• Relaxation of rules restricting working
spouses and domestic helpers
This is considered by many to be the first
step in Japan’s long-term plan to create
an environment that is more conducive to
importing overseas talent.
A new residence card has been
introduced, containing an IC chip and other
enhanced security features. Responsibility
for issuing the residence card has been
transferred from the local ward office to the
immigration authorities.
The maximum visa term has been
extended from three to five years for most
visa categories, meaning that visa renewals
will not be needed during most expatriate
assignments.
Foreign residents are now listed within
the same public register as Japanese
nationals, and can obtain a residence
certificate in the same way that a Japanese
national can. They must also submit a
notification to the local public office when
assuming a new address after arrival in
Japan, when moving to a new address
domestically, and when departing the
country (de-registration).
Re-entry permits have been abolished for
cases where the foreign resident returns to
Japan within one year of departure. Any
overseas trip that fits within this one-year
grace period is deemed to be covered by a
‘special re-entry permit’.
A points system has been introduced
through which qualifying foreign
professionals are granted special
privileges such as a shorter timeframe for
applying for permanent residency, relaxed
restrictions on sponsoring a domestic
helper or bringing over a relative or family
member, and the granting of full working
status to the trailing spouse.
“However, there is also a flipside to this
new system,” say Burson and Titus. “Most
significantly, there are now much more
severe penalties that will be levied should
foreign residents fail to report changes to
their status of residence, or overstay their
visas.
“The change also means that
residents must make more trips to the
less-conveniently located Immigration
Bureau for such status updates, where in
the past this could be done at the local
public office. Finally, consolidation of the
system has also created longer lines when
applying for visa renewals and Residence
Cards.”
www.santaferelo.com
www.eers.com.au
www.relojapan.com
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COUNTRY made up of 63
islands south of Malaysia and
northeast from Indonesia,
Singapore is very cosmopolitan,
often referred to as ‘Manhattan without
crime’.
The British obtained sovereignty over
the island in 1824 and Singapore became
one of the British Straits Settlements in
1826. Occupied by the Japanese in World
War II, Singapore declared independence,
uniting with other former British territories
to form Malaysia in 1963, although it was
separated from Malaysia two years later.
Since then it has had a massive increase
in wealth, and is one of the Four Asian
Tigers. Singapore is the world’s fourth
leading financial centre, and its port is one
of the five busiest ports in the world.
Singapore is a unitary multiparty
parliamentary republic with a Westminster
system of unicameral parliamentary
government. The People’s Action Party has
won every election since self-government
in 1959, and governs on the basis of a
strong state and prioritising collective
welfare over individual rights such as
freedom of speech.
In terms of purchasing power parity,
Singapore has the third highest per capita
income in the world. There are just over five
million people in Singapore, of which 2.91
million were born locally. The population
is highly diverse; the majority are Chinese,
with Malays and Indians forming significant
minorities. Reflecting this diversity, the
country has four official languages: English,
Chinese, Malay and Tamil.
The biggest challenge to foreigners from
northern or southern hemispheres is the
absence of seasons, heat and humidity
associated with living in the tropics.
Property Market
In Singapore it is common practice to
have two realtors, one representing the
landlord and the other for the tenant. It
is the realtors’ responsibility to find and
negotiate the best deal for his/her client.
Landlords in Singapore tend to pay
commission to their realtor’s company for
monthly rentals of S$ 3,500 for a two-year
lease. However, sometimes there can be
a situation whereby the landlord’s realtor
does not want to share this commission
if he feels it is a low budget. In this case,
the tenant would have to pay his realtor’s
commission.
Commission payable for a two-year
lease is the equivalent of one month’s
rent. For a one-year lease, it would the
equivalent of half a month’s rent. For
budgets of S$ 3,500 per month and under,
it would be the tenant who would have
to pay realtor commission if it is only a
one-year lease.
When one is accustomed to living in
countries such as North America and
Europe, it can feel a little like being on

SINGAPORE
– home among the islands
holiday all the time, especially if you choose
to live in a condo with full facilities, eg
pools, gyms, tennis and playgrounds for
children.
There is a wide selection of properties
throughout Singapore to suit all budgets.
Housing Development Board
(HDB) market
HDB is local government housing,
usually high-density high rise buildings
without any facilities such as pools or
gyms. There are also strict government
restrictions on the leasing of these
properties.
To meet guidelines, the realtor must
conduct proper checks with the HDB
authorities. Rents in this market tend to be
lower. It is possible to find a two bedroom
unit for less than S$ 3,000 per month.
Properties in the HDB market move
quickly, typically within a matter of hours!
Potential tenants must have deposits
in hand when they begin negotiating
with the landlord, who must be the
owner of the unit.

by Orientations Inc
chosen a suitable property.
The process of leasing begins with
a Letter of Intent. This is drafted to the
landlord’s agent and will state the rental
price, commencement date and other
requests. When the landlord accepts the
Letter of Intent, it must be accompanied
with a good faith deposit cheque. This
is the equivalent to one month’s rent
and will effectively secure the property
while negotiations are underway with the
Tenancy Agreement, which tends to be
drawn up by the landlord.
Once agreed, a security deposit will have
to be paid. This is usually two months’ rent
payable to and held by the landlord without
interest for the duration of the tenancy. It
is returned in full to the tenant if there is no
damage to the property at the end of the
tenancy. www.orientations.com

Private housing
Within this market there are
condominiums (called condos), cluster
housing and houses. Most condos
and cluster housing have facilities. In
the most popular areas of Orchard
Road, Tanglin Road, River Valley and
Novena/Newton, monthly rents can
start from S$ 3,500 for a studio or
one bedroom unit, approximate size
600 sq ft, to S$ 20,000 plus for three
and four bedroom apartments of
approximately 2,000 sq ft and above,
set in luxury developments.
There are terraced, semi-detached
and detached houses available. Rents
vary between S$ 4,000 to over
S$ 30,000 per month.
A common factor contributing to
the rise in rental prices is the location
of an international school. Rent tends
to be higher in popular expatriate
areas where children might attend one
of these many international schools.
Most properties will be partially
furnished. This includes air conditioning,
kitchen appliances, lighting and
window dressings. A dishwasher
and garbage disposal are not
common in Singapore. There is
often no hot running water to the
HAPPY MAN: Smiling Buddha statue in Haw Par
kitchen. However, these items can
Villa, Singapore.
© lucazzitto-Fotolia.com
be requested when the tenant has
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Bruchim Ha’Baeim le’ ISRAEL
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OR MANY people around
the world, Israel means war
zone, bombings, danger and
insecurity, religion... but we
believe it is a little piece of heaven for
expats living and working in this country.
Israel is a small country with a fast
growing population, currently of around
eight million.
The majority of the Israeli population
lives in the central district, making Tel Aviv
the most densely populated city in Israel
(although Jerusalem, the capital of Israel,
is much larger both in territory and in
population – nearly 800,000 people).
Israel is also blessed with a long coast
line. Tel Aviv is located on the cost, and the
weather is warm and sunny for almost 365
days of the year. The city seems to be on
permanent holiday and at any time of day
or night you can walk along a main street
and find crowded cafés, joggers, beach
bums and dog walkers. Business is casual
and only a few own a suit.
Mix it with plenty of night life
activities, excellent restaurants and
lots of entertainment and you have a

highly attractive city for youngsters and
foreigners.
These days everybody wants to live in
central Tel Aviv.
Israel is a country of extremities. The
country possesses a diverse culture that
consists of the traditions and customs of
Jews from some 70 countries around the
world. This includes influence on the Israeli
kitchen, dress and fashion, music and art
and even different accents of the Hebrew
language.
However, as a whole, Israel’s society is
very westernized in its way of life. Expats
and foreigners should always be aware
that there is a strong underlying Jewish
religion that requires respect and sensitivity
at all times, even though most Israelis are
secular and do not keep any or only small
part of the Jewish religion rules.
Please do not also forget the other
religious groups like Muslims and Christians
and other minorities. Israel is the Holy Land
not only for the Jewish people but also for
the two other main religions. All of them
definitely add colors, smells and tradition to
the cultural life of this country.

The city of Tel Aviv for example is
a leading city within the global gay
community and attracts thousands of gay
tourists into its main streets and beaches.
“Live and let live” is the motto in the most
liberal city of Israel, but beware – this
lifestyle will not be welcomed in the capital
of Israel, Jerusalem!
In the most vibrant city of Israel, Tel Aviv,
in a country where religion has so much
influence, it is more difficult these days to
find a kosher restaurant than a restaurant
that is not.
These non-kosher restaurants are open
on Sabbath serving a wide variety of
international cuisine including pork and
seafood, which is not allowed by traditional
religious rules and can’t be bought in any
supermarket in Israel (except for one chain
that also operates its shops during the
Sabbath).
The Israeli-born have a nick name:
“Tsabar”. In Hebrew it means the fruit of
the cactus – indicating that Israelis are
very prickly from the outside (sometime
rude and quite noisy) but very juicy and
sweet on the inside. So despite initial

Corporate Resources Group (Israel) Ltd.
31, A.D. Gordon Street Herzlia 46433
Tel. +972-9-9576886, Fax. +972-9-9505722
e-mail: doron.neev@crg-ltd.co.il
www.crg-ltd.co.il

CRG is a leading Service provider in the field of
HR & Global Mobility in Israel.
Among our Services are:
4 Consulting & Data for international HR
4 Compensations & Benefits
4 Recruitment (Israel & Abroad)
4 Immigration – Work permits & Visas
4 Furniture Rental – www.homessentials.net
4 Relocation & Destination Services
4 Cross Cultural, Personal Coaching & Language Training
http://www.learnaboutcultures.com
Member of the following organizations & Chapter leader:
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Welcome to Israel! In a four page country profile,
we look at two views of this fascinating place of
diversity, beginning with this article submitted by
the Corporate Resources Group

impressions, Israelis will welcome expats
with open arms and a warm heart.
For those expats who are art and
music lovers, Israel offers some excellent
museums. The two leading museums are
‘Israel Museum’ in Jerusalem and the ‘Tel
Aviv Museum’. Adjacent to the Tel-Aviv
Museum you will find the Opera House of
Israel and the theatre centre. If you prefer
to watch a unique opera performance, you
etc.) Israel is one of the most expensive
may want to travel to the famous Masada
countries in the world – and yet you will
Mountain located in the heart of the
find it very difficult to reserve a seat in
Judean Desert. Taking place every June,
restaurants, theaters and at the opera.
it’s a magnificent experience under the
Many supermarkets are open until
desert sky.
midnight or even 24 hours a day. This
At the beginning of 2013, the famous
is very appealing to many expats. Such
Israel’s Philharmonic Orchestra (which has
standards, however, are only accessible to
just celebrated its 75th Anniversary) will
those with significant financial resources.
return to the renovated Mann Auditorium.
The young generation of the expat
For those who believe that there are
community in Israel can enjoy the fantastic
tanks and armed soldiers on every corner
campus of the American International
of the streets in Israel, you can indeed
School based some 20 km north of TLV.
see troops, tanks, planes and other
Two excellent French schools are available
military equipment, but only on Israel’s
as well.
Independence Day when the Army opens
During after school activities, children
its bases to the public. You may also
have a large choice of different activities
notice many soldiers riding the buses and
(sport, art, etc.) Distances between activity
trains on Sunday mornings and Thursdays
venues are short and – contrary to what
afternoons – these
is thought – there
people are travelling
is no problem for
back to their bases
older children to
(usually on Sundays)
go by themselves
or heading back
to their friends and
home (mostly on
neighbors or simply
Thursdays).
to ride their bicycles.
Despite the
The main issue
constant political
for any expat family
and military conflicts
is finding the right
in the Middle East,
accommodation in
ASCENDING: The number of international Israel. Expats with
Israel is one of
companies moving to Tel Aviv is growing. the right budget (not
the leaders in the
region in terms of
necessarily always
economics, industry, trade and science.
that high) can live in fantastic locations
The number of international companies
such as north Tel-Aviv, Kfar Shmariahu and
moving to Israel is growing every year
Herzlia Pituach in close proximity to the
(and to name just a few: Intel, Motorola,
beach (15 minutes’ drive north of Tel-Aviv
Siemens, Alstom, Unilever, Schlumberger,
and home for most diplomats, expats and
Google, Nestle, Microsoft, GAP, H&M and
some of the wealthiest families in Israel).
so many others).
The buildings in Central Tel Aviv are
Tourism is also on the rise. A new ‘open
mostly old fashioned, built quickly to
sky’ agreement between Israel and the
accommodate Jews fleeing from Europe
EU was signed recently and will enable
so comfort elements like large rooms and
many more European airlines (including low balconies were not among the priorities
budget) to fly to the country.
at the time. Do not forget to stroll in the
Israel, despite so many unjustified fears
narrow streets of the ‘White City’, built
and misunderstandings, is an excellent
in the Bauhaus style and protected by
expat destination. Israel’s economy is very
UNESCO.
strong and still shows impressive growth
Only newly-renovated or newly-built
every year, despite the global crisis.
accommodation has balconies and master
Everyday events such as eating out,
bedrooms with en suite bathrooms.
going to the cinema and going shopping
Due to heavy demand from younger
have high costs. According to different
couples, students, expatriates, staff of
global surveys (Mercer, Economist,
embassies and others for accommodation

within the Tel Aviv area, it has become one
of the most expensive cities in the world. In
many cases you get very little for what you
pay; most of the older buildings have only
two bedrooms.
The price range for one unfurnished,
unrenovated bedroom apartment (about 60
sq m) could go between US$ 1000 - US$
1500 per month, subject to the location of
the apartment.
A similar sized apartment, nicely
renovated or in a new building, will rent
for US$ 2,300-3,000 US$ per month. The
maintenance cost in these buildings could
be much higher too; you may need to add
US$ 300 – US$ 500 for every additional
bedroom.
High demand may also make the
landlords ‘tougher’ and lease negotiation
is a challenge when closing a good deal
for your expat client. It is hard to convince
landlords to agree on the ‘diplomatic
clause’ allowing early termination of the
lease, although most landlords today are
familiar with the term.
The situation in the neighboring city of
Herzlia Pituach is similar, but it offers only
self-standing villas suitable for families and
all apartments (very small and only suitable
for singles and couples) are located in the
resort area of the marina.
In other major cities of Israel, including
Jerusalem, Haifa and Beer Sheba, there
is a different problem – demand is much
lower, but rental availability of decent
properties suitable for accommodating
expats and their families is very limited.
In recent years, many modern tower
blocks with excellent facilities (24/7
concierge, fitness room, swimming pool
and high standards) are being built in
different suburbs. Prices may become a
little more affordable as they are located
outside the city centre.
All in all, the foreign expat will find
Israel as a very modern country, with a
very high level of IT services, excellent
communication facilities, modern banks, a
large variety of food and fashion (with local
and almost all the famous international
brands/chains) and warm, friendly people
– even if sometimes they might seem a bit
noisy or rude! www.crg-ltd.co.il
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Just how far has Israel
come in recent years?
Mark Kedem, director of
client relations, Ocean
Relocation, gives his
insights.
– has ranked as one of the world’s five
fastest growing emerging markets.
Relocation in and out of Israel is well
developed and takes place on a large
scale. A lot of Israeli companies have their
R&D sites based in Israel while their sales
hub is based in Europe, Asia or in the
United States.
In recent years there has also been a
tendency to transfer headquarters and
management out of Israel. As a result of
this, relocation is rife but this does not
always mean that relocation services are
used extensively. The economic situation
of the past few years has further prompted
companies to re-examine relocation and
to consider alternative solutions to the
traditional family based relocation of two or
three years.
Relocation to Israel is greatly influenced
by political and military events in the
region, both on a micro and macro level.

Both assignees and companies are forced
to reconsider relocation during times of
crises in Israel and even though relocation
activity has never ceased completely, there
have been changes to the nature and the
volume of relocation during these times.
The assignee is often surprised at
the fact that Israel is such a normal
place to live in, devoid of the dangers
and the tension that is described in the
international press and media. Israel has
all the ingredients for a successful and
fulfilling relocation – good weather, beautiful
country with a multitude of places to visit,
holy sites for three religions, excellent
accommodation options, good schooling
opportunities, excellent health care and
proximity to the Mediterranean islands and
Europe.
It is sometimes difficult to persuade the
assignee to accept a relocation assignment
to Israel and this sometimes requires some
preparation work and a preview trip, but it
is more difficult to persuade the assignee
to leave at the end of the assignment.
Israel is a modern country with a vibrant,
diverse business community. Israel is a
thoroughly westernized country and excels
in every variety of business and industry.
Most Israelis in the business arena speak
fluent English, and business services are
sophisticated, accessible and completely
comfortable for the business traveler.
Innovative export industries are the
engine of the Israeli economy and even
very small Israeli firms operate on a
global scale. Many large exhibitions
are held in Israel featuring locally and
internationally developed technologies in
communications, computing, defense,
medicine, farming and more. With so
many foreign business visitors, the tourism
industry is adept at meeting international
needs.
Israel is one of the very few countries
in the world where huge overseas
investments in Israeli companies are
matched by no less significant Israeli
investments all over the world. The country

is no longer just a recipient of business
tourism based on its booming technology
industries – it is the starting point for
business ventures of all kinds all over the
world. The variety of business – from
multinational corporations that have R&D
production facilities in Israel to Israeli
firms active in real estate -- ensure that
professional and business services are at
the top international level.
Any article on modern Israel would not
be complete without special mention of
Tel Aviv, often called “the city that never
stops” or Israel’s ‘Big Apple’. Tel Aviv
is the first modern Jewish city built in
Israel, and is the country’s economic and
cultural centre. It is a lively, active city with

entertainment, culture and art, festivals,
and a rich nightlife.
Situated on a 14-kilometer-long strip
on the Mediterranean seacoast, Tel Aviv
extends beyond the Yarkon River to
the north and the Ayalon River to the
east. Hundreds of thousands of workers,
visitors, tourists, and partygoers move
about the city each day until the early
hours of the morning, seeking out the city’s
nightclubs, restaurants, and centers of
entertainment.
Israel has a technologically advanced
market economy. It depends on imports of
crude oil, grains, raw materials, and military
equipment. Cut diamonds, high-technology
equipment, and agricultural products (fruits

Pictures courtesy Ocean Relocation
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SENIOR financial analyst was
recently quoted saying that
Israel is a small country that
does not impact or influence
world economy, but is a country that is
greatly influenced and impacted by the
state of the world economy.
Three years ago, during the global
financial crisis, Israel suffered economically
with the rest of the world and this
influenced all segments of the economy,
including relocation and global mobility.
Exports shrunk, foreign investment took a
nose dive and the high tech industry, one
of Israel’s key successes and economic
flagships, went into a temporary state of
limbo. However compared to the rest of
the world, the Israeli economy rallied and
returned to stability in a relatively short
time; this due to a responsible leadership
and sound financial planning and policy.
In 2012, projects involving infrastructure
in Israel are widespread and growing.
These include new roads and bridges,
tunnel from one side of Haifa to the other,
extensions of the rail network including
a fast line to Jerusalem, a planned
light railway in Tel Aviv, new residential
apartments and industrial high-tech parks.
Israel’s economy has proved itself to be
responsible and resilient and one of the
reasons for this appears to be responsible
leadership from both the Government
and the Central Bank and also due to
cooperation between the different bodies.
The country’s market economy can be
characterized as resilient, globally oriented
and technologically advanced.
Over the last two decades, Israel has
become famous for its high-tech capacity,
particularly in telecommunications,
information technology, electronics and life
sciences. Israel’s GDP per capita has been
on par with members of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), which is comprised
of the world’s top 30 industrialized nations.
In fact, over the past 20 years, the country
– with a population of under eight million

HISTORY IN THE MIDST OF PROGRESS: The ancient city of Jerusalem (top) and the
fascinating city of Haifa.

and vegetables) are the leading exports.
Israel usually posts sizable trade deficits,
which are covered by tourism and other
service exports, as well as significant
foreign investment inflows. The global
financial crisis of 2008-09 spurred a
brief recession in Israel, but the country
entered the crisis with solid fundamentals following years of prudent fiscal policy and
a resilient banking sector. The economy
has recovered better than most advanced,
comparably sized economies.
In 2010, Israel was formally accepted to
the OECD. Natural gas fields discovered
off Israel’s coast during the past two years
have brightened Israel’s energy security
outlook. The Leviathan field was one of the
world’s largest offshore natural gas finds
this past decade.
In mid-2011, public protests arose
around income inequality and rising
housing and commodity prices. The
government formed committees to address
some of the grievances but has maintained
that it will not engage in deficit spending to
satisfy populist demands.
Israel`s flourishing technology sector
has earned the nickname “Silicon Valley
2” thanks to its powerful mix of pioneering
high-tech and pharmaceutical companies
and world-class research facilities such
as the Weizmann Institute of Science and
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology. The
country has attracted global technology
giants such as Intel, IBM, Microsoft, and
Motorola, which run major R&D centers
here, but also has produced scores of
homegrown companies such as Teva, the
world`s largest generic drug maker and
other companies such as Elbit, Amdocs,
Nice Systems, to name a few.
Israel has the highest concentration of
high-tech companies in the world outside
Silicon Valley, and the most Nasdaq-listed
companies of any country outside North
America. This fact is partially due to a skilled
and well educated labour pool; this being
Israel’s richest and almost exclusive natural
resource. www.oceanrelocation.com
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PERSONALITY

MOVING TO SPAIN?
THE RIGHT STEP

The man
behind the
reputation

Tailor-made services
for every member
of the family
Home finding
Schooling & education counselling
Settling-in services
Property and tenancy management
Immigration services
Cross-cultural & language training
Spouse support and social events

Thought leader in
cultural intelligence,
David Livermore, is
giving the keynote
speech at the EuRA
Congress in Bucharest
in April.

Best Int’l Destination Services Provider
Rising Star in Relocation

Paseo de Gracia, 52 Ático
08007 Barcelona, Spain
Tel. (+34) 93 203 4935
Fax (+34) 93 240 1577
info@brs-relocation.com

Who is David Livermore? (in three
sentences!)
I’m an intense, driven guy but I’m
learning to relax a bit more. I’m passionate
about my family, friends, faith, and the
work I get to do around the globe. My wife
and I have two teenage daughters—our
greatest joy in all the world!
What do you think is your greatest
personal achievement to date?
Creating a pathway to devote myself to
life-giving work that I absolutely love.
What inspires and motivates you?
Big ideas, sunshine, a run through
nature, a leisurely meal with good friends.
What is your advice to someone
beginning their career in global
mobility management?
Become a student of people. Observe
people wherever you go. What’s behind
that behavior? How would I see this
situation if I were them? It’s key to being
successful in this field.
Who do you most admire, and why?
My father-in-law. He’s not impressed by
the things most people are…but he gets
what matters most.
What do you never travel without?
My Moleskin. I’m an obsessive journaler
and I can’t think straight if I can’t dump
my brain onto the pages of my over-priced
journal.
What is your favourite book?
Dostoevesky’s Brother Karamazov
What is your favourite film?
Motorcycle Diaries
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Bishop’s move

Your perfect
corporate
reLocation
partner
Our Corporate Relocation Department is
here to help you move your key people
anywhere in the world, efficiently and
trouble free.
We can offer:

•

centraLised department with
dedicated account handLers

•

nationwide Branch network
with a Large fLeet of modern
vehicLes

•

speciaL move management
and cLient auxiLiarY services
avaiLaBLe

•

expert overseas services for
internationaL and european
reLocations

Lets get it on, for more detaiLs
contact neiL Bishop on +44 (0)129 361 3027
or visit www.Bishopsmove.com

Conde de Peñalver, 36 3o D
28006 Madrid, Spain
Tel. (+34) 91 126 4752
Fax (+34) 91 309 6470
www.brs-relocation.com

ISO 9001 certified and EuRA Quality Seal
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What is your favourite piece of music?
Probably something by Prokofiev. But
I have very eclectic taste and enjoy most
kinds of music.
If you spent a year on a desert island,
what would you most miss?
Good coffee.
When are you happiest?
When I’m traveling the world with my
wife and daughters. I love see the world
through their eyes.
If you had the choice of living
anywhere in the world, where would it
be?
That’s really tough for someone like me
because I have a bad case of wanderlust.
I love oceans, mountains, diversity, a city
vibe, and great food. Vancouver, Chiang
Mai, Hong Kong, San Francisco, and
Melbourne are all places I’ve dreamed
about living.
But I’m surprisingly content living in the
small city we call home in Michigan. We
embrace the four seasons, we live on a
beautiful, tree-lined lake, and we walk
through wooded streets to town. My wife
says I’d go crazy if I didn’t get to travel to
the more fast-paced, diverse places that
I do. But I’m growing to see that having
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roots with family and friends trumps most
else for me.
Do you have a favourite saying?
Not really…not a big fan of cliches.
If you could have dinner with one
person, dead or alive, who would it be?
Bill Clinton. The man fascinates me.
If a film were made of your life
who would you like to play David
Livermore?
Brad Pitt (!), as long as he was willing to
bulk up for the part!
What is your next big project?
Creating an interactive tool for building
cultural intelligence. And writing my next
book.
How would you like to be
remembered?
As a man who lived life fully, behaved with
integrity, pushed people to think differently
about global issues, and was head over
heels in love with his wife and kids.
Do you have any unfulfilled ambitions?
Hundreds. But I’m just getting started so
I’m still running hard toward many of them.
www.davidlivermore.com

For all your needs in and out of France

Add more colour to your
communications
+33 1 48 14 42 42
relocation@grospiron.com - www.grospiron.com

We can create a stunning new website, an engaging
new brochure, a compelling newsletter, a powerful PR
campaign or an exciting exhibition display. In fact
anything using words and design that helps your
organisation to communicate more effectively.
Call Sarah today on +44 (0)1525 370013 or email: sarah@impact-now.co.uk
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Bring Your
Relocation
Programme
into Focus
Paragon Relocation has more than 25 years’ experience
in designing effective, efficient corporate relocation
programmes and delivering exceptional global relocation
services. Let us put that expertise to work for you.
Partnering with Paragon provides significant cost savings,
increased benefits and superior customer service to you
and your employees. Amid mergers and consolidations,
Paragon stands stable and secure. Contact us today to
put the focus back into your relocation programme.

Services Worldwide
EMEA
The Americas
APAC
t: +353.1.811.6630
t: +1.949.635.6000
t: +852.2907.5880
w: paragonrelocation.com e: info@paragonrelocation.com
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